A Different Point of View
By Pat Aufderheide

A

young Algerian woman, hugely
pregnant with twins, weeps as
she recalls the terrorist bomb
that almost killed her grandfather. The
INS officer who denies her asylum tries
to hold back tears of frustration as he
later explains his decision, and then
begs gruffly, "Turn that damn thing
off." It's Well-Founded Fear, a documentary that takes you into the political
asylum process, where horror is routine
and the stakes are too high not to lie.
A dowager bustles up to her old family mansion in Havana, now a bank.
She tries to wheedle a glimpse of her
childhood playroom, while her son
squirms with embarrassment at her side.
But when she goes home, her visit sinks
in, and she starts talking back to the
Cuban-American right. It's Our House
in Havana, a story about the passions
that fueled the Elian Gonzalez drama.
An Appalachian filmmaker recalls
hearing, back in 1967, that an
eccentric old man had shot a
Canadian filmmaker to death for
standing on his property. The terrible news also evoked her deep
resentment at the parade of journalists who too often simply exploited
Appalachia's poverty. Thirty years
later, she interviews the dead filmmaker's daughter, now herself the
outsider capturing someone else's
reality. It's Stranger u>ith a Camera,
an acutely personal story about the
power of the image and the responsibility of the storyteller.
It is now easy to see these films,
all of which are on the P.O.V.
public television series lineup this
summer. But they're not going to
your local cineplex, despite lavish
critical acclaim. Several of P.O.V.'s
selections debuted at the Sundance
Film Festival, the commercial gateway
for
independent
films.
Well-Founded Fear (June 5), by
Michael Camerini and Shari
Robertson, was one of the festival's
sensations—for a reason.
The filmmakers had won access to
long-forbidden territory (the INS
chief hoped to showcase improved
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procedures). They stayed there long
enough to let us view high-stakes
drama from both sides. With their
respectful choices of framing, contrapuntal editing, and fly-on-the-wall
camera, the filmmakers avoid the spectacle of intimacy that is the curse of
this genre. The story ends up being
about the INS officers—the overweight, overwhelmed, decent people
put in the position of deciding other
people's fates three times a day. You
can't help asking yourself what you
would do—and what we as a nation
should do.
Well-Founded Fear was a must-see at
Sundance. But for documentaries, that
doesn't translate to a hip indie release
at a theater near you. Many awardwinning documentaries might never get
a mass audience at all, if it weren't for
P.O.V., which searches out provoca-
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tive, opinionated films made by people
out of conviction and not careerism. At
P.O.V., not only are important subjects
addressed as if they really matter, but
there's more range of documentary
artistic choice here than you'll get by
holding your thumb down on the
remote for a complete channelsurf.
Sometimes a film in the series just
catches you by surprise. I was ready to
dismiss Butterfly (June 20), a movie
about Julia Butterfly Hill, who at 22
ascended a redwood tree and stayed
there for two years until its preservation was secured. I dreaded the
prospect of listening to poetry written
by someone named Butterfly at 180
feet. But filmmaker Doug Wolens chiseled away at my jadedness until I could
take her "cosmos speak"—as one of
the locals calls it—as part of an
extravagant, courageous gesture. A
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The Art Tax Act of 2000 by Charles Gute. Gute's two large-scale documents, in the
form of a Senate resolution and congressional bill, propose a tax on art supplies to pay for
the"drain on the economy and threat to the environment" caused by artists. On view at
Patricia Sweetow Gallery in San Francisco through June 3.
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beautiful woman, Hill radiates charisma whether she's explaining how to go
to the bathroom from her tiny perch,
how she communicates with talk show
hosts, or the terror of a winter storm.
Wolens does an excellent job of giving
us context, and finds plenty of evidence that damns the area's timber
magnate as greedy, short-sighted and
environmentally stupid. The people
who are flooding into bookstores for
Hill's new—and remarkably funny—
book, The Legacy of Luna, are another
clue to her ability to inspire
environmental passion.

S

ome movies just stay on your mind.
That was La Boda (June 27) for me.
It's the story of a wedding in one
migrant-farming family. Promising
filmmaker Hannah Weyer lived with
the family in the months leading up to
their daughter Elizabeth's wedding to
another migrant worker. La Boda is full

of little moments that linger, like the
classic mother-daughter tiff about
whether to purchase more table decorations and Elizabeth's sisters' ecstatic

demonstration of how wonderful it will
be to sleep only two-to-a-bed when she
leaves. The film considers the social
cost of fresh-picked food and how
Elizabeth has made dozens of crosscountry trips, each one taking her out
of school. And it shows you how one
poor family puts together the biggest
day of a girl's life—with a lot of help
from their friends.

P.O.V. was born out of the socially
committed filmmaking movement,
and it's still dedicated to the idea that
broadcasting can be an opportunity
to organize. Many organizations are
tying broadcasts to their own events
(to link up, write: connect@pov.org).
The Web site for Well-Founded Fear
lets you be the INS officer, in cases
that unfold week by week.
Some local public TV stations are
hosting screenings. If you attend these
events, cameras will be waiting to film
anyone who wants to talk back to
P.O.V. about the programming. Or
you could send in your own tape;
P.O.V. airs commentary in later
episodes.
The new P.O.V. season extends well
into the fall. That's good, because the
series has become an all-too-rare
resource for viewers who want to
watch world-class documentaries that
make a difference. H
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Letters.
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That Judis
I have watched John B. Judis, formerly of
Socialist Revolution and In These Times, drift
right (toward the establishment) for years.
With about six decades of on-and-off
activism to my credit, I've decided progress
needs two kinds of support. It needs
liberals—those essentially middle-class,
articulate, respectable, work-through-thesystem folks. They're sometimes capable of
startling idealism, but generally collapse into
wimpdom when the reforms they advocate
come too close to home or conservatives put
some real pressure on them. Even more,
progress needs radicals—those determined,
raucous, grassroots trouble-makers, who
want more reform than any liberal would
willingly give them.
The scenario generally goes like this: The
establishment operates the status quo.
Clamor for reform comes from radicals. It is
their activism, finally, that gets the liberals
off their comfortable duffs. Both then confront
the
conservatives
of
the
establishment. If sufficient pressure has

developed, the establishment then makes
concessions to the liberals, and both try to
deny that any of this was in any way a result
of the ruckus the radicals had raised. The
establishment then proceeds to negate the
concessions as soon as seems propitious.
Sometimes that takes years, like the time
between FOR and Ronald Reagan.
For Judis to expect the affluent to be
moved to acts of civic consciousness and
societal welfare without a large, radical
grassroots movement lighting fires under
the liberal respectables—who then may
push the conservatives to yield some concessions, and, hopefully, thereby restore
public decorum—is to live in the foggy
clouds of lazy liberal illusion.
Laurence G. Wolf
Cincinnati

Wrong Way
David Dyssegaard Kallick describes various
approaches for progressive change, from
reformist to more radical ("Steering the
Global Economy," May 1). But he doesn't
mention anything about some of the points
that have been made by folks with the

Paper or Plastic?
Cloth or Disposable?
Mow... or Let It Grow?
It's not easy being green, but help is on the way!
A re you trying to live a more balanced life — one that reflects wise and conscious
Xmenvironmental choices? Struggling with how to eat healthier foods and avoid
harmful chemicals? Trying to figure out how your actions and those of others affect
the entire ecosystem?

Then look to E/The Environmental Magazine —
your guide to informed environmental decisions.
Every issue of E is jam-packed
with a wide variety of environmental issues and topics and will
provide you with loads of information and ideas for living more
in harmony with the Earth.
"Where have I been to miss such
an outstanding publication?"
— Dean Whitehead,
West Hollywood, CA
For informed environmental
decisions, send for your
FREE TRIAL ISSUE today!
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Program on Corporations, Law and
Democracy (POCLAD). They point out that
the corporation is a fictive legal entity, indispensable for the consolidation of money and
power in the hands of elites, but chartered (in
the United States, at any rate) by each state
government. As such, it is an entity whose
purpose is to serve the public interest. So why
on earth should the public "negotiate" with
corporations? Why accept a subservient role
with respect to a fictive legal entity, a creature
of our own nominally democratic state?
At best, bargaining with capitalists is a
short-term strategy, a way station on the path
to real democracy. At worst, it's a strategy for
being co-opted and left in an indefinite state
of more (or currently less) benevolent plutocratic rule. We must set our sights higher
than that. Leaving the plutocracy intact renders any smaller gains short-term and
transitory, subject to the whim of the elites
and the vicissitudes of such unaccountable
abstractions as "world trade."
Guy Berliner
San Diego
David Dyssegaard Kallick replies: Does bargaining with corporations mean accepting a
subservient role for the state? I see the point, but
I'm not convinced. Governments—local, state
and national—have many levers for transform'
ing capitalism: contractual agreements,
regulatory powers, revoking charters, shaping
the conditions for union organisation, to name
a few. Some levers are based on government's
power in the market, others are based on its
power as democratic sovereign. We need to use
many levers to transform capitalism, not one.
(The opposite of reformism, by the way, is not
radicalism—a radical agenda can be pursued
via gradual transformation. The opposite of
reform is revolution.)
In a longer version of my article, I referenced
POCLAD's work (www.poclad.org) and cited
director Richard Grossman's useful reminder
that we should not be lulled into a language suggesting that under globalization all countries are
equal. The United States rules the forces of
globalism; it is not ruled by it. As he said,
"We're the superpower, we're driving the WTO
and these agreements."
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E Magazine, P.O. Box 2047,
Marion, OH 43305
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HELP WANTED

THE SERVICE EMPLOYEES
INTERNATIONAL UNION, the
nation's fastest growing labor
organization representing more
than 1.3 million workers, seeks
campaign-oriented researchers
for positions in Washington, DC
and California.
Candidates for all positions must
have a commitment to progressive
social change and activist experience; demonstrated research and
writing ability; good quantitative
and computer research skills; and
an ability to work well under tight
deadlines in a team environment.
BoiWJng Service Researcher
to Washington, DC: mid-level
researcher to support organizing
and collective bargaining for
Justice for Janitors campaigns
Includes tracking the real estate
and facilities maintenance industries, researching companies and
building owners, and providing
support activities for local and
national campaigns.
C-tesRjcare Researcher in Washington, DC: campaign-oriented
senior-level researcher Must have
strong technical and quantitative

ability, substantial research experience and proven leadership skills.
Health care knowledge a plus.
Health Care Campaign
researchers, California: Lead
and entry-level researchers
needed to support organizing
Must have good quantitative
skills and ability to apply them in
organizing campaign. One or
more of the following useful at
entry level & essential for leads:
background analyzing or working
in health care; corporate financial
analysis skills, experience in
research for unions or other
activist groups.
Public Sector Reoearcr, In
Washington, DC: mid-level
researcher needed to support
organizing and collective bargaining in the public sector; support
fight-back campaigns against the
privatization of public services.
Includes analysis of policy issues
and fiscal analysis of local and
state governments. Women and
people of Color are encouraged
to apply, Send resume to:
SEIU Attn: Intimes/Research,
Human
Resources Department-1313 "L" Street, N.W.
Washington, DC. or fax 202-898Earth Islai

Announcing the reJniWication ef

i'e Myth of the Soul
Clarence Darrow
Devastating treatise against belief in
life after death by America's great
liberal lawyer and freethinker.
booklet $6.00 ppd. (USA)
INDEPENDENT PUBLICATIONS, P.O. BOX 102,
RIDGEFIELD, NJ 07657

3407 or Email to hrres@seiu.org
(in MSWORD or text format).
TRAVEL
CUBA! AUGUST 4-12, 2000.
Travel with MADRE, an international women's human rights organization. Visit Cuba's renowned
health clinics and schools talk
directly with Cubans; learn for
yourself the effects of the US
embargo. See beautiful Cuba!
Licensed travel. $1720 (single);
$1455 (shared room). Includes
round-trip direct flight from NY,
hotel breakfast, traslation, guide,
and much more. Send $200
deposit to reserve your space (full
payment due by July 1). Call (212)
627-0444; fax (212) 675-3704;
email: madre@igc.org.

GRANTS $500-$5000 to INDIVIDUAL WOMEN AGE 54+ for
projects in any field that enrich
and empower the lives of adult
women. Write for instructions
(include SASE). The Thanks Be
To
Grandmother
Winifred
Foundation/ITT, PO Box 1449,
Wainscott, NY 11975.

Earth
Get the whole pictute! "Earth Island
Journal is unparalleled in its ability to
illuminate ecological dimensions of
contemporary science, politics and
culture."
—I/me Reader
"The liveliest magazine covering the
environment."
—In These Times

International reporting, tips for activist-readers. Published
by David Brower's Earth Island Institute, your membership
supports over 30 critical environmental projects.
Special offer!
First year (4 issues) $15

(415)788-3666
www.earthisland.org

PUBLICATIONS
LEONARD'S DIGEST—
News and Views,
http//: www. leonardsdigest.com
Follow the Nader campaign with
THIRD PARTY WATCH
CONTROVERSIAL POLITICAL
Adventure Novel
www.oaklandstatement.com
POPULIST, TAX-FREE Republic,
Separate, Equal, Safe—
North A m e r i c a n Reader:
www.knownet.net/Reader.
-Left Bank DistributionLabor, Anarchist & Situationist
books, radical culture and politics.
Worker owned collective since 1973.
Send $2 for our 90 page catalog to:
1004 Turner Way E, Seattle, WA
98112 or order online at
http://www.leftbankbooks.com
PERSONALS
COMCERMED SINGLES
iSJEWS LETTER
links compatible singles who care
about peace, social justice, gender
equity, racism and the environment.
Nationwide. Since 1984. A/I ages.
FREE SAMPLE: ^ Box 444-IT.
Lenox Dale, MA 01242,

•& (413) 445-6309;
or at http://www.concernedsingles.com

Read The

A Journal from the Heartland with alternative news and
views from Jim Hightower, Molly Ivins, Ralph Nader,
Jesse Jackson, other muckrakers, agitators and the best of
the nation's alternative press.... An antidote for your
daily news. . . . Deflating pompous plutocrats since 1995.
Only $29.95 for 22 issues.
For a free sample copy,
call toll-free 1-800-205-7067

or see www.populist.com
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stayed to make a family on the
streets.
Why did they leave home?
I rarely knew their histories.
But the stories I did hear were
typical: sexual and physical
abuse, drugs and alcohol running rampant in the family,
behavior disorders or parents
who just didn't want to deal
with their children. Considering
the rejection, fear and loneliness that come from such
situations, it made sense to me
that these kids did not have the
power to just get a job and
change their situations. Also,
some were too young to work.

Continued from page 38
semesters at the San Francisco
Art Institute, and continued it
for two years. For the first
month, I spent eight hours a
day visiting Polk Street, but I
never took a picture during that

time. The street kids laughed
and gawked at me, but I eventually became as much of a fixture
on Polk Street as they were.
Where are these kids from?
The kids I photographed

came from all throughout the
United States. Polk Street is
famous for its homeless youth
community. They flocked there
to be with their own kind.
Some went through Polk
Street very quickly. Others
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What was a typical day like on
Polk Street? How do the kids
get money?
During the morning hours,
the police would sweep the
street and wake up the kids
sleeping in cardboard boxes,
doorways or abandoned buildings. Then they would plop
themselves on a corner and
begin panhandling for some
food, but mostly for drugs to
get them through the day.
The guys would also hustle

older gay men. Many of them
had regulars who would come by
at the same time. Others would
evenly space themselves out
along a four-block strip of Polk
Street and wait for a potential
John. Then it was time to find a
different safe place to sleep.
The kids on Polk Street were
often seen as homosexuals
because they hustled. In fact,
most were not and had girlfriends. The boys just didn't want
the girls resorting to prostitution.
Why the chivalry? Is there a
different set of rules for guys
and girls?
Not exactly. But the guys do
feel a sense of protection for
the girls. In all honestly, it's
less dangerous for a guy to hustle than a girl. Typically, he
would share the money with his
girlfriend. But if a friend needs
help, too, it's offered.
How did you relate to them?
Teen-agers with no shelter,
no money and horrific pasts
might seem depressing and
difficult to deal with. But the
street kids were extremely nice
and generous to me. I became
very good friends with them
despite our dissimilar lives. I
had a car, money, an apartment, food and health. They

Aaovf; Byron and Carrie find some quiet time together m a friend's apartment.
Li it Eric (foreground) and Scotty (middle) sit on Polk Street coming down from heroin Drug abuse
is rampant among San Francisco s runaways. Scatty contracted HIV from using a dirty needfe.

had none of
these things and
they still
accepted me.
Occasionally,
the street kids
would fall into a
large sum of
money either by
hustling or from
a generous John.
They typically

offered me part of that amount.
They bought me food or gas, or
just gave me a few dollars as a
thank you. I rarely viewed them
as my subjects. We were friends.
Have you been back to Polk
Street since you finished the
project?
The last time I went to Polk
Street was in the spring of
1999. I entertained the idea
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of adding to the project when I
found out two of the kids were
still down there hustling. I
lasted about a month before I
became irritated and
depressed. The drug situation
had worsened tremendously.
I think a lot of it had to do
with the fact that I had very
strong relationships with
these kids, and I couldn't
rekindle that. •

T

Lenny spends his nights in an abandoned parking garage in San Francisco's
Tenderloin district. Because of strict admission policies and fear of being sent back
home, few homeless teens go to shelters.

eens are expected to
push limits and
approach life with a certain impetuousness. But many
more teens are growing up without the stability of a home. The
young are among the fastest
growing groups of homeless.
Each year, 2.8 million teens
run away, more than 60 percent
of whom left home because of
physical or sexual abuse.
Kevin Weinstein began photographing runaways on Polk
Street in San Francisco's
Tenderloin District when he was
in art school. He was only 22 at
the time, and his photographs
express the stormy vitality of
adolescence, when the future is
an afterthought. At the same
time, the stark world of the
street is ever present. Here,
there really is no future.
Weinstein is now a staff
photojournalist for Copley's Sun
Publications near Chicago. His
story about street kids won first
place in the documentary category for College Photographer of
the Year in 1994. Most recently, he received a grant from the
Memorial Foundation for Jewish
Culture to do a project on
Ethiopian Jews in Israel.
Kristin Kolb talked to
Weinstein about his experiences
with runaways on Polk Street.
How did this project start? How
did you meet these kids?
I began the runaway series in
1992 when I was in between
Continued on page 36
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